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Facebook: CSUSB Department of 
Economics
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Continued from page 1
...increasing the minimum 
wage to $10.10 would improve 
the standard of living of many 
people...
Minimum Wage
...one reason some minimum 
wage workers have low 
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Overcoming poverty is not a 
gesture of charity. It is an act 
of justice. It is the protection 
of a fundamental human 
right, the right to dignity and 
a decent life. While poverty 
persists, there is no true 
freedom.
-Nelson Mandela
... Wal-Mart says that  it is 
considering supporting a 
higher minimum wage because 
low-wage workers make 
up a significant portion of 
their customers and a higher 
minimum wage means these 
people have more money to 
spend at Wal-Mart...
... a moderate increase in the 
minimum wage will lead, at 
worst, to a relatively small 
reduction in employment...
Continued from page 2
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. Our Facebook Page-.http://www.facebook.com/pages/CSUSB-Department-of-Economics/109500729082841




































Myth and Measurement: The New 
Economics of the Minimum Wage,.
1995..A.helpful.review.of.relevant.
... a higher minimum wage 
will reduce turnover costs...
... the growth in economy-
wide demand works to reduce 
any negative impact a higher 
minimum wage might have...
continued on page 5
5Recent Professional Activities of 
Department Faculty
Professor Parviz Asheghian: 
“Economic.Growth.in.Brazil:.Granger.Causality,”.Journal of Statistical and 
Econometric Methods,.Vol..3(1),.2014.(forthcoming).
“The.Comparative.Financial.Managerial.Performance.of.U.S..Firms.and.
Chinese.Firms,”.Journal of Finance and Investment Analysis,.Vol.1(20),.
2012:.119-135.
“Managerial.Efficiencies.of.Indian.Firms.as.Compared.to.American.Firms,”.
Journal of Economics and Management Sciences,.Vol..1(6),.2012:.45-55.














Implication.for.Agriculture,”.Journal of Contemporary Water Research & 
Education,.151:.27-42,.August.2013..
Professor Daniel MacDonald:
“Labor.productivity.Growth,”.The Oxford Encyclopedia of American Business, 
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Minimum Wage
6COURSE TITLE DAYS HOURS AM/PM INSTRUCTOR
104 ECONOMICS OF SOCIAL ISSUES MWF 1200-0110 PM ROSE
200 PRIN MICROECON MWF 0920-1030 AM MACDONALD
200 PRIN MICROECON MWF 0120-0230 PM MACDONALD
200 PRIN MICROECON TR 1000-1150 AM STAFF
200 PRIN MICROECON ONLINE ALDANA
202 PRIN MACROECON MW 0400-0550 PM KONYAR
202 PRIN MACROECON TR 1000-1150 AM ASHEGHIAN
202 PRIN MACROECON MW 1200-0150 PM NILSSON
202 PRIN MACROECON ONLINE ALDANA
302 INTER MICROECONOMICS TR 0400-0550 PM TORUNO
311 ECON K-8 TR 1000-1150 AM CHARKINS
333 POLITICAL ECONOMY OF WOMEN MWF 1040-1150 AM ROSE
335 TOOLS OF ECON ANALYSIS MW 0400-0550 PM STAFF
357 POLITICAL ECONOMY OF LGBT MWF 0120-0230 PM ROSE
410 MONEY & BANKING TR 1200-0150 PM PIERCE
421 ECON HISTORY OF THE US MWF 1200-0110 PM MACDONALD
435 MULTINATIONAL CORPORATIONS TR 0200-0350 PM ASHEGHIAN
443 ORIGINS OF POLITICAL ECONOMY MW 0800-0950 AM NILSSON
480 QUANTITATIVE METHODS MW 0600-0750 PM KONYAR
SSCI320 UNDERSTANDING CAPITALISM TR 0800-0950 AM PIERCE
Tentative Fall Schedule
